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Abstract
Robots are increasingly deployed to human work environ-
ments where they will need to approach and interrupt collo-
cated humans. Prior research has shown that mistimed in-
terruptions can have a large negative impact on human task
performance. Our aim is to equip a robot with the where-
withal to generate socially acceptable interruptions so that
any negative effects of the robot interruptions are mitigated.
This work makes three contributions to the research area.
First, we introduce an ordinal scale that can be used to rate
the interruptibility of a human. Second, we propose the use
of Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) and their variants,
Hidden CRFs, and Latent-Dynamic CRFs, for classifying in-
terruptibility. Third, we introduce the use of object labels
as a visual cue to the context of an interruption in order
to improve interruptibility estimates. Our results show that
Latent-Dynamic CRFs outperform all other models across
all tested conditions, and that the inclusion of object labels
as a cue to context improves interruptibility classification
performance, yielding the best overall results.
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Introduction
Robots are increasingly deployed to human work environ-
ments in which they will need to approach collocated hu-
mans, whether to signal task completion, to report a prob-
lem, to request help, or to offer a service. These interac-
tions will often serve as interruptions for the humans in-
volved, who might already be engaged in other tasks. The
goal of this project is to equip robots with the wherewithal to
engage people but cause minimal disruption to the person’s
ongoing task.

Psychology research has shown that poorly timed inter-
ruptions can have negative impacts on human task per-
formance [4], which in turn has prompted research into a
measure called interruptibility. The interruptibility of a per-
son at any given point in time is defined as a measure of
the receptiveness of that person to external disturbances
(interruptions) at that moment [15]. Low interruptibility sig-
nifies the person’s desire not to be disturbed, while high in-
terruptibility signifies that the person could be amenable to
an interruption. Humans are very adept at gauging the in-
terruptibility of others from observation in the workplace [10]
and we rely on that knowledge to equip a mobile robot to do
the same.

Our work makes three contributions to this research area.
First, we introduce an ordinal scale of interruptibility that
can be used to rate the interruptibility of a person and to
influence decisions on whether or not to interrupt. Sec-
ond, we explore the use of Conditional Random Fields
(CRFs) [6] and their variants, Hidden CRFs (HCRFs) [16],
and Latent-Dynamic CRFs (LDCRFs) [9], for classifying
interruptibility. Using a dataset of person observations col-
lected by a mobile robot, we compare the performance of
these models against HMMs and show that the LDCRF
consistently outperforms all other models across all tested

conditions. Third, motivated by work on interruptibility in
other areas of computing [17], we introduce the use of ob-
ject labels as a visual cue to the interruption context in or-
der to improve interruptibility estimates. Our results show
that inclusion of object labels as a cue to context improves
interruptibility classification performance, yielding the best
overall results.

Related Work
In addition to research in the related field of Ubiquitous
Computing (Ubicomp) [17], robotics research has looked
at the problem of interruptibility through the work of Rosen-
thal et al. [11], Satake et al. [12], and Shi et al. [14]. Rosen-
thal et al. used accumulated knowledge on the occupancy
schedule of people in offices to predict availability, under
the assumption that the person was interruptibile if their
door was open. In our work, we do not make such an as-
sumption and rely on information about the person at the
desired moment of interruption to judge interruptibility. Shi
et al. and Satake et al. relied on extensive instrumentation
of the environment to track people to train SVMs and create
models for when to engage a human. However, we wish to
predict interruptibility for a mobile robot in an unstructured
environment and therefore we do not rely on information
from external sensors.

There has been related research on detecting human en-
gagement [8] and on estimating a human’s awareness of a
robot [2]: insights from this research forms the baseline for
our work. Specifically, the work of Chiang et al. [2] and Mol-
laret et al. [8] models human intent-to-engage and human
awareness using HMMs trained on audio features, body po-
sition features, and head gaze features. We leverage their
approach for the classification of interruptibility.

Additional research has focused on determining the best



way to perform the interruption once a human is defined
as interruptible. Saulnier et al. [13] have explored the most
appropriate set of nonverbal behaviours for interruptions
while Chiang et al. [2] have used Reinforcement Learning
to personalize interruption behaviors. Our work focuses on
the first part of the problem, which is to classify whether the
person is interruptible at a point in time.

Finally, prior work highlights the importance of interruption
context [10, 17]. Computationally, the interruption context
broadly consists of features that describe the user (e.g.,
personality traits) [15], the task [1], the environment [3], the
interruption [5], and the relationships between these [7].
In our work, we focus on garnering environment context:
we hypothesize that the labels of objects that the person is
interacting with can serve as valuable contextual cues to
improving classification of interruptibility.

Methodology
In this section we introduce the ordinal scale of interruptibil-
ity, describe the types of features that we used, introduce
the four temporal models for classification, and briefly de-
scribe the data collection and annotation effort.

Figure 1: Example scenes from
data collection in a shared kitchen
area. The green bounding box
denotes a face identified by the
face recognition component and
the interruptibility label of
individuals within the blue bounding
box is shown.

Interruptibility Scale
We propose the following scale to classify interruptibility:

INT-4 Highly Interruptible. The person is not busy and
they are aware of the robot’s presence.

INT-3 Interruptible. The person is not busy, but they are
unaware of the robot’s presence.

INT-2 Not Interruptible. The person is busy, but the robot
may interrupt if necessary.

INT-1 Highly Not Interruptible. The person is very busy,
the robot should not interrupt.

INT-0 Interruptibility Unknown. The robot is aware that a

person is present, but does not have sufficient sen-
sory input to analyze interruptibility.

Values 1–4 in the scale capture the full range of interrupt-
ibility states that can help guide the robot’s decision mak-
ing process. We include the rating of 0 to represent states
in which the robot does not yet have sufficient information
about the person. In this case, the robot may choose to ap-
proach another person or take actions to improve its sens-
ing quality.

Features for Interruptibility
Combining prior work in robotics [2, 8] with Ubicomp [17],
we estimate interruptibility through sensory features that
describe the person state, and the interruption context.

Person state is inferred from laser, video, and audio sen-
sor data and represents three information categories. The
first category is the position and orientation of a person’s
body in the environment with respect to the robot. The sec-
ond category is the head orientation and the gaze direction
of the person. The final category includes information on
the presence and orientation of sound in the environment.
In light of noisy sensor data, we created three feature sets
consisting of subsets of features from these categories—
Minimal Features Set (Min), Standard Features Set (Std),
and Extended Features Set (Ext)—to explore the trade-
off between noise and information on classification perfor-
mance for interruptibility. From Min to Ext, the number of
features used for classification increased concomitantly with
the amount of noise in the features.

Interruption context can be inferred from many factors, in-
cluding known information about the user, the task, the en-
vironment and the type of interruption [17]. In this work, we
consider environmental (or scene) context, which we define



as visually observable cues that may inform the robot about
the interruptibility of a person. In particular, we propose that
objects the person is interacting with can serve as useful
visual context cues. For example, an individual nursing a
coffee mug in a lounge is judged to be more interruptible
than someone engaged with a laptop in the same lounge.
Although objects cannot capture all of the complexities of
interruption context, object recognition is widely available
on robotic systems and we hypothesize that, combined with
traditionally used cues of person state, object labels can
improve the estimate of a person’s interruptibility. Thus we
add the object labels to our perception model.

Models for Interruptibility

(a) HMM

(b) CRF

(c) HCRF

(d) LDCRF

Figure 2: Graphical representation
of each of the computational
models in this paper. Gray
elements represent observed
variables, and white elements
represent hidden variables

Following the example of prior work, we used temporal
models to estimate interruptibility. Mollaret et al. [8] and
Chiang et al. [2] both used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs)
to address related problems, with promising results, and
so we adopt this model as our baseline. Additionally, we
explore the use of Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [6]
and derivatives thereof, Hidden Conditional Random Fields
(HCRFs) [16], and Latent-Dynamic Conditional Random
Fields (LDCRFs) [9], as alternate temporal models to clas-
sify interruptibility. We hypothesize that CRFs will outper-
form HMMs in classifying interruptibility due to their more
expressive representation using feature functions that can
be dependent on the entire observation sequence. We also
hypothesize that HCRFs and LDCRFs will perform better
than the CRFs due to their ability to model intra-class varia-
tion within observed data through hidden states.

Data Collection and Annotation
To evaluate the performance of the above models on clas-
sifying interruptibility, we performed data collection to ob-
tain videos of small groups of people in a public space. We
asked five people (not co-authors on the paper) to enact

everyday activities in a common area of the building. The
robot was teleoperated through five data collection runs
through a preset series of waypoints that enabled it to ob-
serve the group from different perspectives; each run lasted
an average of 108 seconds. The data from each of the runs
was segmented into 250 ms non-overlapping time windows
in order to perform rudimentary sensor fusion using Eu-
clidean distance heuristics.

We annotated each of the data segments with interruptibil-
ity estimates and verified our labels by calculating a Cron-
bach’s Alpha measure of inter-rater reliability with two inde-
pendent coders. These coders were asked to annotate a
random subset of approximately 40% of the data, and the
resulting scores of 0.81 and 0.96 indicated a high level of
agreement. In addition, the segments were annotated with
object labels from within the set unknown, none, laptop, bot-
tle, book, headphones, mug, phone_talk, and phone_text
to simulate automated object recognition. We swapped the
object labels for 10% of the segments in each of the inter-
ruptibility classes to simulate noise in object recognition.

The annotated data segments were finally concatenated
into sequences of minimum length 4 (1 second) and max-
imum length 8 (2 seconds) in preparation for model eval-
uation. In the event of missing data in a sequence, values
were imputed either through linear interpolation (continu-
ous) or by propagating the last known value (boolean). If
neither approach was available, attributes were assigned a
value of NaN to distinguish them from other valid values in
the domain.

Results
We evaluated our four candidate models using 10 fold cross-
validation with 80% of the data in a fold used for training
and 20% for testing. Results with the best performing pa-



rameters for each model are reported here using Matthew’s
Correlation Coefficient (MCC).

Model Analysis
Fig. 3 compares the performance of the HMM, CRF, HCRF
and LDCRF models across the three feature sets with-
out the inclusion of object context data. We find two major
trends in the data. Firstly, adding more information through
more features has the potential to improve the decision
making ability of the models with the LDCRF and CRF
showing the most improvement. In fact, the MCC score of
the CRF in classifying INT-3 improves from -0.08 (slightly
worse than random), with Min features, to 0.65, with Ext
features. Secondly, we find that the LDCRF and CRF prove
robust to the noise in the added features while the classifi-
cation performance of the HCRF and HMM suffer greatly.
For example, the MCC score for the HMM in classifying INT-
4 drops from 0.55, with Min features, to 0.01 (no better than
random), with Ext features.

(a) Minimal Feature Set (Min)

(b) Standard Feature Set (Std)

(c) Extended Feature Set (Ext)

Figure 3: Radar plots reporting
MCC performance of each model
as a function of the interruptibility
class.

All in all, we find that the LDCRF model consistently out-
performs all other methods across all feature sets, with the
best performance achieved on the Ext features. This result
indicates the robustness of the LDCRF to noisy data, which
is valuable given the expected variability in the quality of
data available to a mobile robot in public spaces.

Object Context
In this section, we evaluate the effect of adding object recog-
nition features to each of the three feature sets on classifi-
cation performance. Given the dominant performance of
LDCRFs in the previous section, we report analysis of only
the LDCRF model on these datasets, although, we observe
similar effects across the other three temporal models.

Fig. 4 presents a comparison of LDCRF performance on
the original feature sets (black) and with the addition of ob-

ject labels (gray). As can be seen, the addition of object la-
bels consistently increases the classification performance of
the model across nearly all conditions. The only exceptions
are for Ext+Obj in INT-4 and Min+Obj in INT-0, in which
there is a negligible loss of 0.001 and 0.005 in MCC scores
respectively. In all other conditions we observe an increase
in performance, particularly for INT-3 where the MCC score
improves by as much as 0.16 points.

The best overall performance is achieved by Min+Obj con-
dition supporting our hypothesis that contextual information
derived from object labels is highly informative to interrupt-
ibility classification. Furthermore, we observe a tradeoff
between the the use of a larger set of, somewhat noisy, fea-
tures (Ext) and the use of a smaller number of more precise
features. Specifically, in the absence of object labels, LD-
CRF performance is highest with the Ext features, making
the best use of the additional information, even when it is
noisy. With the introduction of object labels, the Ext fea-
tures serve as a distraction and the best performance is
achieved with the Min features. This finding is significant in
guiding future development efforts in this area. Specifically,
we observe that all domains, but especially ones in which it
is relatively difficult to obtain reliable person tracking infor-
mation, benefit from the incorporation of contextual signals.

Conclusion
In this paper, we introduced a rating scale for characteriz-
ing interruptibility, and compared four temporal models –
HMMs, CRFs, HCRFs and LDCRFs – in classifying the in-
terruptibility of multiple people in a scene based on laser,
visual and audio data collected by a mobile robot. Our find-
ings show that LDCRFs consistently outperform other mod-
els across all conditions. Additionally, our work is the first to
introduce contextual scene information beyond the person-
of-interest, in this case object labels, to models of interrupt-



ibility. Our findings show that adding object labels signifi-
cantly improves interruptibility classification performance,
particularly when combined with reliable person descrip-
tive features. Our approach successfully handles multiple
people in a single scene, and in future work we will explore
how the presented interruptibility ratings can be used by the
robot to decide who to interrupt, and how.

Figure 4: Effect of adding object
labels to LDCRF.
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